Effect of Consideration Leadership Style on Budget Participation Relationship and Managerial Performance
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Abstract
The research aims to empirically prove the influence of consideration leadership style on the relationship of budgeting participation to managerial performance. Contingency Theory is used as a theoretical foundation in this study. The study population was the middle-level manager (section head) at the Rural Credit Bank (BPR) in Badung Regency. The method of determining the sample is based on the slovin formula, the sample selection technique uses a probability sampling technique that is taken proportionally using simple random sampling so that 135 respondents are obtained. Data were analyzed with Moderated Regression Analysis (MRA). The results of the analysis show that budgetary participation has a positive effect on managerial performance and leadership style consideration reinforces the relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance.
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1. Introduction

The poor human resource factor in banking will cause a decline in the quality of banking services which has an impact on decreasing competitiveness so that the human performance involved in it is important to be optimized. The role of managers, in this case, is needed because in producing performance, in addition to maximizing its potential, the manager also directs the talents, abilities, and efforts of several other people who are in their area of authority. Trissandy (2012), states that managerial performance is the manager's performance in managerial activities which include: planning, investigating, coordinating, evaluating, supervising, staffing, negotiating, and representing or representing. Managerial performance is a measure of how effectively and efficiently managers have worked to achieve organizational goals.

Bank Perkreditan Rakyat is demanded to carry out management control as a means to determine the planning, coordination, and evaluation of the company's operations so as to a better direction, to carry out these tasks requires
management’s ability to manage and allocate the company’s economic resources effectively and efficiently. One of the tools that can be used in the planning and control process is the budget (Aristianto, 2015; Prihantari & Astika, 2019). The budget is one of the planning and control tools so that managers can carry out organizational activities more effectively and efficiently (Rosidi, 2000; Sari & Dwirandra, 2019). The budget is a statement of the estimated performance to be achieved over a certain period of time expressed in financial measures. The success of the budget will be determined by a process or method used to make a budget, this process is called budgeting.

Budgeting with an authorization approach, where the budget has been set by superiors can result in the performance of executors to be ineffective because superiors do not know the potential and obstacles owned by managers as executors, so the budget made will be difficult to realize because the targets provided with resources are not commensurate. The budget in its preparation must consider the company’s goals and employee goals. The consistency of these two goals is called goal congruence. One approach that encourages goal congruence is avoiding budgeting authorization and using the participatory budgeting approach. Budgeting is based on a participatory approach not only to align the two aspects but also so that the budget can be carried out as expected without changing the company’s initial objectives. Manager’s participation in determining the budget has a positive influence on managerial performance because the budget compiled with the participation of subordinates will produce an effective exchange of information (Susanta, 2004; Martini et al., 2018). The involvement of managers in budgeting will also enable them to communicate or disclose some personal information that can be considered in budgeting. Subordinate participation in budgeting can provide an opportunity to enter local information (Suprasto, 2006; Sukayana & Putri, 2019). Budgeting participation causes alignment between the objectives of the manager and the company which results in improved manager performance.

The right leadership style in the Rural Credit Bank in Badung Regency will deliver it towards improved performance. At present, the world of banking competes to be the best in the midst of competition between banks. According to Coster & Fertakis (1968) in Sumarno (2005), the right leadership style is a leadership style that is directed at openness and is more humanistic, called the consideration leadership style. With good support and communication with leaders who adopt the consideration leadership style, it will be able to arouse the enthusiasm of managers involved in budgeting to work better, in order to obtain results in the form of managerial performance improvement. This is the reason for choosing the consideration leadership style variable as a variable that moderates the relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance.

**Literature Review and Hypothesis**

Leaders do not fully act rationally in decision making because of the limited ability to process the information obtained. Leaders need the help of subordinates to process information in order to make accurate planning (Asriningati, 2006). Budgeting participation in budgeting where subordinates are given the opportunity to be involved and have influence in the budget preparation process. The opportunity to be involved in budgeting is believed to improve the performance of managers. Managers, as budget implementers, have more detailed information about opportunities and obstacles that occur in the field. Managers involved in budgeting will feel the budget as a collective agreement. The manager considers the purpose of the budget is also the goal. The manager does not hesitate to provide all the information he has that can be taken into consideration in budgeting. Budgeting participation has an impact on improving the performance of managers and indirectly will lead the company in a better direction.

Good collaboration between individuals who coordinate, direct, and carry out organizational activities must be well established. Leaders can often influence performance, job satisfaction, security and employee morale in an organization. Sutarto (2001), states that leadership is a major problem in organizational management, organizational growth, whether or not someone works in an organization, and whether or not the goals of the organization are achieved, partly determined by the appropriateness of leadership applied by the organization concerned. The right leadership style in an organization will deliver the organization to performance improvement. Leadership style consideration is a leadership style that is oriented to employees. This leadership style prefers social aspects, namely how the relationship between superiors and subordinates must be made so that organizational goals can be achieved. Leadership style consideration emphasizes the close relationship between subordinates and superiors, the existence of the mutual trust, and respect for subordinate ideas are believed to improve the performance of managers involved in budgeting participation.

Hypothesis

H1: Budgetary participation has a positive effect on managerial performance.
H2: Consideration leadership style strengthens the relationship between budgetary participation and managerial performance.

2. Materials and Methods

The population in this study is the manager of the Rural Credit Bank in Badung Regency. The research data used are primary data and secondary data. Primary data is data obtained directly from the original source both by questionnaire and by direct interview. The data used in this study are primary data obtained based on the results of respondents' answers in the questionnaire which is a list of structured questions addressed to mid-level managers (section heads) involved in budgeting and who have held office for at least one year. Secondary data in this study is data regarding the name, address, and a number of rural banks. The method of taking samples is to use the Slovin formula with a degree of error of 5%. The analysis technique used to analyze multiple linear regression analysis data.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

Multiple linear regression analysis was used to determine the effect of consideration leadership style variables (X2) and affective organization commissions (X3) on the relationship between budgeting participation variables (X1) on managerial performance (Y). The results of the regression test are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>1,195</td>
<td>3,850</td>
<td>0,310</td>
<td>0,757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>0,746</td>
<td>0,297</td>
<td>0,489</td>
<td>2,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>-0,015</td>
<td>0,110</td>
<td>-0,029</td>
<td>-0,137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R Square</td>
<td>0,722</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-test</td>
<td>63,955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, the value of Adjusted R Square 0.722 shows that 72.2% of the dependent variable can be explained by the independent variable. The remaining 27.8% is explained by other variables not included in the model.

F test
Table 1 shows the calculated F value of 63.955 with a significance of 0.000, small from the established real level of 0.05. It can be concluded that the regression model of this study is feasible to use.

3.3 The Effect of Budgeting Participation on Managerial Performance of Rural Credit Banks (BPR) in Badung Regency

Based on the results of statistical tests on the first hypothesis obtained a positive coefficient value of 0.746 with a p-value of 0.013≤0.05, meaning that if other independent variables value is fixed and budgeting participation (X1) has increased by one unit, then the managerial performance (Y) will increase by 0.746 units. The p-value test result of
0.013 ≤ 0.05 shows that H1 is accepted, which means budgetary participation has a positive effect on managerial performance. These results indicate that the greater the participation of managers involved in the budgeting process, the higher the performance achievement of the managers themselves. The results of testing the first hypothesis have the same results with research conducted by Usman et al., (2016), who examined the effect of budgetary participation on managerial performance and found that there was a positive and significant relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance. The same results as a study conducted by Anggarini & Sujana (2016), shows that budgetary participation has a positive effect on managerial performance, and research by Dewi (2017) and Apriansyah et al., (2014), found that high participation in budgeting can improve managerial performance. Different results were found in a study conducted by Medhayanthi & Suardana (2015), researchers conducting research at the Denpasar Rural Bank (BPR) found that budgetary participation had a negative relationship with managerial performance. This is because the director and head of the department have a low initiative to initiate discussions in the preparation of the budget so that the impact on managerial performance is declining. Different results found by Locke et al., (1968), show that there is a negative influence between budgeting participation on managerial performance.

3.4 The Effect of Leadership Style Consideration in Moderating the Relationship between Budgeting Participation to the Managerial Performance of Rural Credit Banks (BPR) in Badung Regency

Based on the results of statistical tests on the second hypothesis obtained a positive coefficient of 0.015 with a p-value of 0.021 ≤ 0.05, meaning that if the other independent variables value is fixed and the leadership style consideration variable (X2) has increased by one unit, then the interaction between budgeting participation variables (X1) and managerial performance (Y) will increase by 0.021 units. These results indicate that H2 is accepted which means that consideration leadership style is able to strengthen the relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance. These results indicate that in the budget preparation process which involves the manager's participation in budgeting will have a greater influence if consideration leadership styles are applied.

The results of testing the second hypothesis have the same results with research conducted by Sumarno (2005), examining the influence of leadership style with the relationship between budgetary participation and managerial performance and found that leadership style has a positive effect on the relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance. Different results found by Maharani (2010) & Romario et al., (2019), indicate that budgetary participation has a positive and significant effect on managerial performance but leadership style does not moderate the relationship between budgeting participation and managerial performance.

4. Conclusion

Budgeting participation has a positive effect on managerial performance and second, consideration leadership style strengthens the relationship between budgetary participation and managerial performance.
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